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IN'.r~9DUCTION 

l' 

Selection in populations of bulk hybrid material is a technique 

used in the breeding of hard red winter wheat. The bulk method 

consists of growing material in a bulk plot, usually from the F2 

to approximately the F6 generation and then making head or plant 

se,lections at this point. By the F6 generation, a high percentage 

of th~ ple.~ts will be approaching homozygosity for most observable 

ch~racters. It is assumed that nat~ral selection will have an eli-

minating effect of some of the. weaker types. This method affords 

e~Eie in carrying a greater number of plants during segregating genera-

tions, but may require selection of more plants in the F6 generation 

for testing in plant rows. 

Evidence has. suggested that high yield is not. always related to 

the aggressiveJ:1ess of individual genotypes in the bulk population. 

Also it has been found that the aggressiveness of certain genotypes 

can respond differently to different environments at different loca-

tion.s. 

In this study 4 varieties of winter wheat were grown in a compo

site to simulate the interaction·ofdifferent genotypes approaching 

homozygosity in a bulk population. Each of the varieties possesses 

l 



phenotypic characteristics distinctly different to enable 

separation within the composite. It should then be possible 

to determine the separate effects of e.ach genotype. 

The objectives of this research are as follows: ( l) to 

determine the genotype of varietal 11 shift 11 in the composite; 

(2) to observe location effects as an indication of different 

environmental effect; ( 3) to observe variety effec.t as an in

dication of the behavior of genotypes in a bulk population; and 

(4) to determine the accuracy of spike counts in estimating 

yield. 



REVIEW OF LITERATU.RE 

Characteristi~s such as yield in hard red -winter wheats are 

for the most part considered quantitative in inheritance. One· 

technique for the improvement of quantitative characters is the 

bulk hybrid method of breeding. This method consists of growing 

bulked hy:!;>ridized mater~tal fr?m t.he. F2 to the. F6 generat.io:n pe

fore making he9;:& selections. It would be assumed that the super
f 

ior individual/~ from this genetically potential material would pe 

retained in the F6 l;iulk population. 

Investigations have been conducted fo.r the· purpose of und~r

standing interactions of genotypic and. phenotypic expressions ~n 

order to determine the quickest and most effective way of selecting 

i:µdividuals which would exhibit quantitative improvement whengrpwn 

in a pure stand. 

Different genotypes when grown in competition as in a bulk 

population are found to b.ehave differently than when grown by them

se 1 ves. Montgomery (7) L1·found by studying competition in cereals 

that one variety yielding best alone will not always be the one 

surviving under competition. Suneson ( 13) has clea.rly shown this 

with 4 simular adapted barley varieties grown in a mi.xture for 16 

Ll Figures in parenthesis refer to literature cited, page}4, 



years. Two of the varieties were almost eliminated, one of which 

had significantly higher yield and leaf disease resistance than 

any of the others when grown in pure stands, 'The variety which 

ultimately dominated the mixture had the poorest leaf disease re

cord and a mean yield below the median for the component varieties. 

In other cereal studies, Klages (5) observed exceptionally large 

increases in the durum components of durum-hard red spring wheat 

mixtures. 

Laude and Swanson (6) observed the cumulative changes which 

took place from year to year in a winter ~heat varietal population 

when Kanred was mixed with Harvest Queen and with Currell. The 

rate of change from equal proportions of the 2 paired varieties 

to nearly pure stands of Kanred occurred in less than 9 years. 

Harlan and Martini (2) investigated the reaction of 11 varie

ties of barley in a ~ixture grown at 10 locations. They found that 

the variety that would eventually dominate varied with the location 

of the station and a variety dominant at one station was near eli

mination at another. 

Suneson and Stevens (14) studying bulked hybrid populations of 

barley also concluded that genetic characters, like varieties, do 

not survive equally in mixtures nor similarly at different locations, 

Taylor and Atkins (15), in agreement with Suneson an4 Stevens, suggest 

that since severe seasons and location of tests effect selection 

pressure, that the evaluation of yield of crosses in early generation 

bulk trials are more accurate if tests are conducted at several loca

tions and for more than l season, 



Suneson and Stevens (14) also demonstrated there is a non-. ., : · .. , ';·· . . .' .. . ... 

random surviv11l of recombinat:lor;t, ch~r11cters in hybr:l~ mixtures. 

Progenies recovered from prq~c,nged natural selection are pre-: ···., ,·J\ ;/} \'·',,(· ·: . ,. :;i \ ·~·· ::· ·' : 

dominaritly like the b.est adapt,E:l~ p11rent,s. 

S.akai an~ Gotoh ( 11) investigate4 thtt c:::ompet:i,.tive ·ability of 
• i~ •. , • • • . .: . • • . ' .•. 

~l llybrid,~ :lri barley. ln hybrids sh"wing vigoro~s gro;~h ~ue to 
' ~~ 

l;i,eterosis they -found t_hat com~etitive ability is independent of 

vigor. 

Atkins and M,~.f PhY (1), s~udying yield in bulk F7 and F8 

p.opulati<?ns of 10 oat crosses, demonstrated that bulk populatipns 

,'Which gave tb.e highest yield in the early segregatir;,.g genera1:,ions 
·.·.' ., .. 

did not, produce the great.e.st, proportion ,of lligh yielding segregates 
,). ·,;: • • . •• ! . . . ,. ·:· . : • • : 

in subsequent generaticm,a. •ccordingly, We:tiss, :WebElr and Kalton (16) 
. . " . .. 

wo:rking w; th early generation testing :l! sorbeans fo,:,i~4 l:>1flk: pop~llil.~ 

t:lon tests of l:l tt.le yal~E:l in predicti~g ~~telltial yield. 

The resu~t~ of Harril'lgt,(?n (j) working with wheat. 11n4 Immer (4), 
·!i . ' ' ~:, ' ,'. '· . .. . .. .. ' . ;- ;{ 

11nd,,T!iY~or an4 Atkins { 15) w9:rking with ~a:rley 1:Juggest th11} F.2 y:leld 
. ··: ,, ·. . . . .. ... . .. ,: .. . . . 

trials indicate the potential yie~q. ~f 11 cr~ss, and thEt~r F? yield 

trials a1tpport,e4 ?2 conclusions. Harrington(,) f'q;rther cq~9~uded 
.. lj .·. r : : ... ; ;· . \. -:i: 

that whereas bulk byb;rU tests we;re useful in evaluating yiei4 . : ,. ': :; is~·, ·: ,. \'.J . :-·;· \ ·;1: ·:: ·;.: .. ,; ., ·,i ·. .. ... ;_: ;.· .. , .. . . I~!~·/·;.,' 

potentialiti,~ ~f crosses, they may be of no use in obtaining other 

agronomic characteristics such as resistance to weather conditions, 

disease resistance, and milling and baking qualities. 

In regard to the possibility of estimating genetic poteritiality 

from the performance of F1, F2 or F3 bulk populations, Sakai (10) 

has indicated that genetic potentiality involving genetical high-

5 
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yielders should be estimated not only from the average yield 

capacity of the hybrid population, but also from its genetic 

variability with regard to yield. 
/ : . ..:. :··:.-:tf',}.: 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Composites used in this study were compounded by using pure 

seed of the following hard red winter wheat varieties: Blue 

Jacket O.I. 12502 /.2, Comanche O.I. 1167,, Concho O.I. 12517, 

and Wichita. C. I. 11952. These varieties were chqs1,rn mainly be-

cause each variety can be easily identified after heading by 

certain rather definite morphological characteristics; and also 

because these varieties are commercially important in the hard 

red winter wheat area and differ in respect to yield character-

istics, milling and baking qualities, plant height, disease re-

sistance, etc. 

Blue Jacket is a bearded, black-chaffed, late-maturing 

variety, arising as a selection from Superhard Blackhull. It has 

a long, lax spike with a short beak. It is susceptible to leaf 

rust. Its desirable agronomic characteristics are overbalanced 

commercially because of its inferior milling and baking qualities · 

(9). 

Comanche is a bearded, white-chaffed variety, having fairly 

good straw and good test weight. Its spike is midlong a.nd has 

moderately long beaks, Comanche has high resistance to many 

L2 Refers to accession number assigned by the Division of 
Cereal Crops and Diseases • 
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important races of bunt, and some resistance to leaf rust. It 

is susceptible to loose smut and is medium-early in maturity. 

Comanche has excellent milling and baking qualities. It ori-

ginated as a selection from an Oro X Tenmarq cross (9), 

Concho has brown chaff and is medium in maturity. It is 

simular to Comanche in milling and baking quality and other 

general characteristics, Concho has a high degree of resistance 

to bunt and some resistance to leaf rust. It is a selection from 

the cross, Comanche X Blackhull~Federation,(9). 

Wichita is a biarded variety of wheat having basically white 

glumes with varying degrees of black occurring on the glumes, Its 

spikes are large and have long beaks. It is an early-maturing 

variety, with excellent test weight and a good yielding ability. 

Wichita was selected from an Early Blackhull X Tenmarq cross (9). 

Composites of these 4 varieties were compounded by using an 

equal number of seeds of each of the 4 component varieties weighted 

according to relative germination. 

This experiment was grown in a randomized block design. The 

composite was grown in 3 replications along with the 4 component 

pure varieties, Each plot contained 4 rows, 10 feet long, 12 

8 

inc~es apart. L3 Agronomic data obtained included: dates of planting, 

emergence, heading, maturity and harvesting; fall and spring stand 

notes; disease and insect readings; and plant height. When plants 

L3 Except for the crop year 1958 when it became necessary to grow 
a larger quantity of the composite to enable varieties with 
lower percentages to be represented in large enough quantities 
to analyze, 



reached maturity the center 8 feet of the 2 middle rows of each 

plot were harvested for test weight and yield data. The seed of 

the composite was used for reseeding at the s~e location the 

following year. Two 4-foot segments o.f each of the remaining out-

side rows of the composites were used to make head counts of each 

of the component varieties represented. Outsi~e rows of pure stands 

f,or th~ crop year 1956 at Goodwell were used to compute the correla

tion of yield to spikes per plot and seed per spike. 

For the crop year of 1958 the e:ia.perimental methods were revised 

to some extent to allow for a more accurate measurement of results. 

Each plot was increased to 8, 10-foot rows since certain varieties 

in the composites were represented at a lower percent and it was 

feared that seed quantities from these varieties would not be 

sufficient to analyze. An 8 foot strip was harvested from each 

of the 6 center rows of the 8-r.ow plot. Composite material was 

taken to the laboratory and separated by v~riety for each repli-

cation. Head counts were made at that time. This composite mater-

ial was then threshed and the weight was recorded for each component 

variety by plot. Test weights were recorded for the component pure 

stands and for the component varieties separated from the compo

site. L4 

These studies were conducted at the following locations: 

Agronomy Farm, Stillwater, Oklahoma; Wheatland Conservation Experi-
. ,:. . 

This material was harvested by station personnel. It was 
stored to be processed later by the author upon his return 
from the Armed Services. While in storage, it was partially 
damaged by a grain moth infestation. Data for each variety 
were adjusted on the basis of the. test weight of respective 
pure varieties grown at'the·same location. 

9 



ment Station, Cherokee, Oklahoma; U. S, Southern Great Plains 

fi'ie.ld Station, Woodward 1 Oklahoma; and Panhandle Agricultural 

Experiment Station, Goodwell, Oklahoma for the crop years 1952 

through 1958. 

The data of this study were compiled by the author for the 

years 1956 and 1958. The remainder of the data were obtained by 

Raymond A. Peck L5 and the S,m~l1 Grains Section of the Agronomy 

Farm at Stillwater, Oklahoma. 

Method of Analysis 

The independence of varieties, years and locations in the 

modification of the yields of component varieties was tested in 

contingency tables. 

To test the null hypothesis that varieties are independent 

of years for each location, the two-way contingency table was used. 

Independence may be tested in a table having R rows and O columns 

:by chi-square (X2) with (R-l)(C-1) degrees of freedom. Hypotheti-

cal frequencies 9 F~ are based on the border totals and the observed 

frequencies are signified by f. The formula is as follows ( 12): 

Chi-square= the sum of (F-F)2/F 

To test ~he independence of locations, varieties and years, 

the three=way contingency table was used (8). 

'.l.'hree criteria = A locations 9 B varieties and C years are 

analyzed with the categories of Ai, Bj and Ck: 

Z5 Unpublished data, Oklahoma State University. Part of a thesis 
submitted by Raymond Ao Peck in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the MoS, degree. Received May l955o 

lO 
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1 = l, 2, 3, . . . . r obse·rvations of locations 

j = 1, 2, 3, . . • • s obs-e:fvations of varieties 

k = l, 2, 3, . • . . t observations of years 

nijk = the number of observations in the individual 

cells of the i,ih location,: the j,ih-variety 

and the kth year. 

n • jk = The number of observations in the j.!:h variety 

and the k.ih_ year. 

ni•k = the number of observations in the i_ih location 

and the k_ih year. 

nij• = the number of observations in the i_ih location 

and the j_ih variety. 

ni • • = the number of observations in the ij'& location 

n. j. = the number of observations in the jj'& variety. 

n. •k = the number of observations in the kth year. 

N = the total observations 
I 
I 

Under the hypothesis that the categories are independent of 

one another, the probability of an obs.ervation falling in the ij'& 

location, the j.!:hvariety and the k.!:h year is equal to the product 

of the probability of the ij'& location times the jj'& variety times 

the k.!:h year. That is: 

11 



Where: P1 = the probability that the ·observation appears 

in the 1th location. - . 

Pj • the probability that the observation appears 

in the jj;:h_ variety. 

Pk• the probability-that the observation appears 

in the k,!h year. 

To test the hypothesis, one computes the quantity lo~ A. 

by the formula: 

loge t\. -rni .. log n1·· +,ln·j· log n.j. 

+ [ n. ·k log n. ·k - 2N log N 

-r nijk log nijk 

The quantity -2 ~oge /\. is distributed as an approximate chi-

square with .: rst-r-s-t+2 degrees of freedom. 

To test the hypothesis that any of the criterion is indepen-

~ent of the other two (i.e. 1;.hat varieties are independent of 
-~.. . ' ·. . ,. 

loc~tiori~ and years), the pr9b,e.bili~y< of. tpe. c,,~servatir:>n f,aping _ .. ',.• .. · ... ··. . . 

in the ij;:h location, the jjJ! variety and the k.:!:h year is equal to 

the probability of the observation falling in the 1th locati9n and 

in the k,1h year times the probability of the observation falling as 

the jth variety. That is: 

pijk .. pik· pj 

To test this hypothesis the following formula is us.ed to com-

pute fo~ A.: 

12 



loge ?t.. = 5- ni'k log ni·k +z n·j· log n,j• 
ik J 

- =z_ Dijk log niJ' k - N log N 
ijk 

The quantity -2 loge(\ is distributed as an approximate 

chi-square with (rt-l)(s-1) degrees of freedom. 



EXPERIM~NTAL RESULTS 

Head counts were compiled for all yeiars arid, locations for 

"\'(hich each component variety of the composite could be positively 

;dentified by its spike c.haracteristics. Results of the compari-

so.n of ferti.le spil,ces per plot for each component variety in the 
' '·, ,·'·"Ji:;.· : ,. . :' .· ... :, 

~omposi tes at Cherokee, G-oodwell, St.illwater and Woodward for all 

or a part of' the complete test period are given in Table 1 and 

i.llustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

At Cherokee the final determination qf varieties in the com-

posite iri. o,r.d~I' o.f percent repre~entation w~s as follows: Blue 

.)"acket 36.3%, Com,linche. 3.0•3%, .Concho 26.7% arid Wichita 6.7%. The 

predominate variety fo.r each year analyzed wa~ Concho in 1952, 1953 

a,nd 1954apd Blue Jacket in 1956. 

At Goodwell the final determination of varieties in the com
, ,\.) 

po site in order <of percent reP?'.E!flentation was as follows; Comanche 

p2.4%, Concho 29. 7%, Wichita 21.2:% and Blue Jacket 16.7%. The pre-

dominant yariety for each year analyzed was Wichita in 1953 and 

1954 and Comanche in 19;6. 

14 



. . 
Table L Mefln number and pe·rcen,t of. fertile spikes ·11:er·:pl'O.t ·. 

·for· each compcm·ent: variety in the . i:omposit.ee·:: at. · 
Cherokee~. Goodwell, Stillwattr ,anddWoodwa::r_d; :·f'or. · 

·.· all ~t. a part ~f the period 1952~1958~ · 

Year-

1952 
195, 
1954 
1956 

.. . .. •: .\' '• ·.· .· . . .. 

.. . . ·. · , O~mponerit Va~ieties. _.· .. · < 

· Blu~ . , 
Jacket : Cog.nche .· Concho . Vichi ta : •. 
Noo· -%. No9%··· ·No~ %-• .. No~ % 

. · ,Ilioce.tion _· .. 
. Ol1erokee 

. • .. 
. . . 

· .. . . . 

206 26.5 . 159 20.5 · ·. 22; 28. 1 · ia9 24~; · 
;02 2;.2 266 20.4 ,501 ;8.5 2;2 l7.8 
522 27 ~2 52:8 2-7~5· 54} 28.} J26 17.0 
281,;6:;: 2,5,oor· .·207::26~?,·· ;52'>6.7 · 

(}oodwell 

195; 490 22.2 440 19.9 567 25.6 715 ~2.; 
1954 218 15.1 419 29.;l ;18 22.1 486 ;;. 7 
1956 · ;2716.7 · 6;4 ;2.4 .. 58129.7 ·416 2L2 

1952 
195; 
1954 
1956 
1958 

1952 
195; 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 

22; 24.9 
. -251 2;.e 
;11 ;2.6 
2;6 25.; 
ei;o 28.2 

Stillwater 

178 19 .8.. 251 28~0 
2i8 20. 7. 282 26.8 . 
152 15. 7 201 20.7. 
191 20.5 . 294 jl.5 
411 18;,4 652 29 .·1 

. Woodward 

245 27.; . 
;of 28.7 
;00:,0.9 

· 212 2_2.7 
·544 24.; •. 

2;0 2; .6 ... 24;· 25.2. 2}8 24.4'·. '26; 27.0 
15717.8 . 262 29.7 . 285 ;2.:, . 177 20.1 
24; 16.a :·229 .15.a .. ,39 2).4 ·. 6;8. 44.o 
151 15. 1 . 162 16. 2 274 27~-3 , .41; 4L4 
200 ;6.4 · 5; 9~7 12, 22~4 17; ;1,;5. 

. 4;7 .21.2 · 362 17.6 . 517 25.1 .. 743 ;6 .1 
T53 ;5.9 89 .lf.4 4~o 2L5: 7f32 .;8·.2 .. 

. ··fi-_·. ·, 

·Total . 

777 
.1;01 
1919· 
. 775· 

2212 · 
1441 .. 

. 1958 

897 
1054 ... 
970 · 9;; .·. 

22;7 

. 4 .. 97 .· .. 
. 881.· 

·1449: 
1002 

. .··549·· 
2059 
2044 

·15 .. 
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Figure 1. Percent of fertile spikes of each component variety in 
the composite grown at Goodwell in 1953, 1954 and 1956. 
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Figure 2. · Percen.t of. fertile spikes of each component variety in 
the composite grown at Cherokee in 1952, 1953, 1954 
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Figure 3. Percent of fertile spikes of each component variety in 
the composite grown .at Stillwater in 1952, 1953, 1954, 
1956 and 1958, 
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Figure 4. Percent of fertile spikes of each component variety in 
the composite grown at Woodward- from 1952-1958. 
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The final determination of varieties in ijhe. composite at 

Stillwater in order of percent representation was a.s follows: 
,·· . . •: . . 

Concho 29.1%, Blue Jacket 2802%, Wichita. 24.3% and Comanche 18.4%. 

The. predominate v~riety for each year a.n~lyzed was Concho in 1952, 

1956 and 1958, .Wichita in 1953, and Blue Jacket in 1954. 

:At Woodward the final determina.tior of varieties in the com-

posite in order of percent representation was a.s follc:>ws: Wichita. 

3802%, Blue Jacket 35.9%, Concho 21.5% and Comanche 4.4%. The pre

dominate variety for ea.ch year analyzed.was Wichita in 1952, 1954, 

1955, 1957 and 1958, Concho in 1953 and Blue Jacket in 1956. 

Grain.Yield . .2.f ~Stands~ Composites 

Grain yields in bushels per acre for pure stands of the compon-

ent varieties and for t,l"le composites a.re given in Table 2. 

In comparing the mean yield of component pure stand varieti~s 
'•"."'·._ ......... 

20 

and the mean yield' of comp8sites, it was found that the mean yield of 

the composite was 0.2 bushels per acre lower at Cherokee, 0.6 bushels 

per acre lower at Goodwell, 1.5 bushels per acre lower at .Stillwater 

and 1.5 bushels per acre lower a~ Woodward. 

In comparing the yield per acre of the com,fonent varieties in 

pure stands at Cherokee, the varieties ranked in order of highest yield 

were Wichita, Concho, Comanche and Blue Jacket. The rank of varieties 

at Goodwell was Concho, Wichita, Comanche a.nd Blue Jacket. The rank 

of varieties at Stillwater was Ooncho, Comanche, Wichita and Blue 

Jacket an.d at Woodward th.e rank of varieties was Concho, Wichita., 
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Table 2o Mean grain yield in bushelsper·acre of pure stands 
for the component varieties and composites o · 

Diff. 
CoinEorient Varieties erence 

Blue Compo- Comp. 
Year Jacket Comanche Concho Wichita Aveo , site Ave. 

Location 
Cherokee 

19?2 35.9 3408 3906 . 38.8 37.3 40.9 +3,6 
1953 l9o2 · 15.1 . ~Ool : 23.; 14.4 21.0 +1.6 
1954 29.9 27.4 25.5 21.2 24.8 19.; -5°5 
1955 o.o o.o o.o o.o OoO o.o 
1956L1 20.6 20.; 21.3 20.8 20.8 21.2 +0.4 
1957 9.8 lL9 9.7 12.2 10.2 10.9 +0.7 

Ave. 21.1 21.3 23.2 23.3 22.5 22.7 -0.2 

GoodweliL2 

195; 16.2 19.6 .~?•.) 27.2 21.3 20.2 -1.1 
1954 15.8 21.5 20.3 16.0 18.4 12.8 -5.6 
1955 29.6 32.6 37o7 41.4 35.3 32.7 -2.6 
1956 24.9 36.1 44.7 30.4 34.o ;8.4 +4.4 
1957 28.0 ;o.4 36.7 ;4.1 ;2.; ;4.2 +1.9 

Ave. 22.,9 28.0 32o3 ·29.;8 28.; 27.7 -0.6 

Stillwate.r 

1952 37.0 35.6 J+3.o ,;9.0 38.7 39.4 +O. 7 
1953 20.5 23.1 25.0 . 26.6 23.8 25.3 +1.5 
1954 19.8 2'2.6 26.e 17.9 21.8 19 .. 5 -2.; 
1955 6.4 8.5 1L8 8.4 8.8 10.3 +1.5 
1956 24.6 26.2 32.1 30.7 28.4 26.5 -1.9 
1957z; o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1958 4 ;4.6 ;4.8 ;4;2 27.6 32.8 2;.9L5· -8.9 

Ave. 23.8 25.1 28.8 25.0 25.7 24.2 -1.5 



Table 2. Continued: 

Woodward 

1952 ;;6.7 35.4 39.3 56.5 37.0 55.2 -1.8 
1955 15.8 16.4 17.6 20.3 17.5 16. 2 -1.3 
1954 16. l 17.9 22.1 18.0 18.5 17.0 -1.5 
1955 28.3 29.1 28.8 28.8 28.8 19.6 -9,2 
1956 15.5 13.0 16 .6 16.0 15.3 14.5 -0.8 
1957 29.2 31.6 29.3 39.3 32.4 36.6 +4.2 
1958L4 29.6 36.9 38.0 31.3 34.o ;;.9L5 -0.l 

Ave. 24.4 25.8 27.4 27.2 26,,2 24.7 -1.5 

.Material not harvested.in 1955, thus seed source was taken 
from material harvested at Cherokee in 1954. 

The composite t,eist at.Goodwell originated in 1953 due to 
the loss of the crop in 1952. 

Not harvested beca:u.se of extreme variaJ:i.i1i ty due to lodging 
and wet'weather·. · Not included in aveli'Sige yie.lds. 

Yield adjusted to compensa.'te .for m.oth damage. 

' ' 

Total yield of· composite material w,as decreased somewhat 
due to loss of seed shattering from.· the spikes when. 1 

making separations f'orthe,spike count of thecompon,ant 
varieties. 

22 
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Comax:iche and BlU:e Jac.ket. 

In noting the general t.rend, Concho yielded highest at all lo-

cations except at Cherokee where the leadirig variety exceeded Con-

cho by a sm11ll margin. ~~ue {13.cket was the lowest yielding variety 

for each location. 

A further comparison can be made betwe.en Tab l.e l and 2,. among 
,. 

the va.rietiel!3 pr~A~l!J.inllting tlle:, epml)osi tes and the varieties with 

the highe.~t yiel.d whe.n grown in a pure s.tand. At Cherokee the rank 

q..f var.ie:t..ies from high to low percent of total $pikes in the compo-

site is Blµe Jack~t, Comancl:iE3, Concho and Wichita. The rank of 

varieties at this location by average yiel~ is ex~ctly reverse. At 

Goodwell the rank of varieties by percent of total spikes is Comanche, 

O_c:mcho, Wichita an~ Blue Jacket. The rank of varieties by average 

yield is Concho, Wichita, Comanche and Blue Jacket. At Stillwater 

the rank of varieties by percent of total spikes is Concho, Blue 

Jacket, Wichita and Comanche. The rank of varieties by average yield 

is Concho, Comanche, Wichita and Blue Jacket. At Woodward, the rank 

of varieties by percent of total spikes is Wichita, Blue·Jacket, 

Concho and Comanche. The rank of varieties by average yield is 

Concho, Wichita, Qomanche and Blue Jacket. 

Tests !2,t. Independence 

'l',o. test the independence between varieties and years for each 

location the two-way contingency table was used. 

The contingency tables of total fertile spikes for each component 

variety i~ the composite for all locations are presented in Tables 
~ 

3, 4, 5 and 6. The chi-square values were 160. 7J,. 7~t C;h.erokee wi·~h 



Table 3" Contingency table of total fertile spikes for 
each component var·iet.y in the composite at 
Cherokee for the crop yea.rs 19529 1953, 1954 
e.nd 1956 o 

f Com:eonent Varieties 
F Blue 

Yea.r ( f'JF) Jacket 06.nie.nche Concho 

1952 f 206 159 
F 214 193 
(f-F) -8 -34 

1953 f 302 266 
F 357 324 
(f-F) -55 -58 

1954 f 5.i2 528 
F 527 478 
(f-F) -5 50 

1956 f 281 2.35 
F 213 193 
(f-F) 68 42 

Total 
Observed 1311 1188 

Chi-squa:.re = ... 1~0.71 
Degrees of freedom~ 9 
Significant e.t the 1% level, 

223 
240 
-17 

501 
402 
99 

543 
593 
-50 

207 
239 
-32 

1474 

Wichita 

189 
130 
59 

2.32 
218 

14 

326 
321 

5 

52 
1.30 
-78 

799 

Total 

777 

1301 

1919 

775 

4772 



Table 4. Oontingenc:y table of·totalfertile spikes for 
e·a.ch component variety in the . composite at 
Goodwell rOr the crop·· yea:rs 1953; 1954· and 1956. 

f Ooni:eonent.-V'firieties 
F Blue 

y,~:ai ( f-F) J~~ket · C~:tti:anche Odricho Wich:1.t;a 

1953 f 490, 440·· 567 715 
F 408 589 578 6"57 
(f-F) 82 -149 -11 78 

1954 f 218 419 318 486 
F 266 383 376 416 
(f-F) -48 36 -58 70 

1956 f 327 634 581 416 
F 361 521 512 564 
(f-F) -34- 11;- 69 -148 

2212 

1441 

1958 

Tot,al 
Obse.rved 1466 1617 5611 

Chi-square= 175.86 
tiegtees of freedom = 6 
Significtiht e:t tlie 1% level. 
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Table 5o Qon~iJlgency table of total fertile spike~ for 
eac:h CCllnponent \tariety in the composite at 
Stillwater for the crop years 1952, 195.3, · 1954, 
1956 and 19580 

i' ... Component. Varieties 
F B1ue 

Year (f-F)·. Ji'.~itet: Ooinanche Oortcho 

l952 f 2.23 178 251 
F ·244 169 247 
(f-F) ..:21 9 4 

195; f 251 218 282 
F 2,87 199 29~ 
(f-F): .;;36 19 .;.;9, 

., 
1954 f .317 152 201 

F 294 18} 268 
( f-F) 5; -31· :.01 

1956 f 2.36 191 294 
F 254 176 257 
(f'-F )' -i8 15 ?7 

1958 f 6jo 411 652 
F 609 422 617 
(f-F) 21 -11 35 

Total 
Observed 16'.?7 1150 1680· 

Chi..;squate .... 71,;'2905 . 
Degree.a c.:i'f freedom .... 12 .. ·· 
Significa,nt at the 1% lev$l~ 

Wichita 

'245 
2.36 

9 

.303 
278 
·25 

· ;oo 
255 

45 

212 
246 
-'54 

544 
590 
..;46 

1604 

26 

Total 

897 

1054 

..... 
970 

9.33 

22.37 

6091 



Table 6. dciritirigertcy table of' total fertile spikes for each 
cqm:pohent V,~,r':iety in the. composite a-t Woo'dward for 
the crop years 1952 to·· 1958. 

'f 
F 

Yet:ar '(if~F ), 

1952 r 
F 
(f~F) 

1953 f 
F 
(f-F) 

1954 f 
F 
(£-F) 

1955· r 
F 
(f..;,F} 

1956 f 
F 
( f-F)· 

1957 f 
F 
(f-F) 

1958 f 
F 
(f..;,F) 

Total 
Observed 

B lti ' 
Jipiet· Contarieh~ Concho Wichita 

·ijq' 
234., 

..;4 

f57 
212 
-55 
2~3 

_3~8 
;.10; 

l!:il 
240 
Jef 

.··20·0 -., ... ., 
132 
·68 

1:1:37 
494 
'.;.57 

733 
_491 
21+2 

'24; 
152 
91 

262 
138 
124 

229 
226 

; 

16'2 
157 

5 

53 
86 

-33 

362 
322 

40 

89 
.319 
-2;0 

1400 

238 •1·'26; 
241 · 347 
-3 t -84 

285 ' 177 
217 314 
68 -137 

339 6;8 
559 516 
.;.20. · 122 

274 415 
248 357 

'2p 58 

123 173 
135 196 
-12 ... 23 

'' 517 743 
516 735 

7 10 

440 782, 
566 728 
.;.66 54 

2216 

Chi square.'~· 761 ~91 
Degrees of J'.~.fii~dori;i. =i; 18 
Signifidarit ·'a.t the· l,£• levrl • 

Total 

974 

881 

1449 

1002; 

2059 

2044 

8958 
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9 degrees of freedom, 175,86 at,. Goodwell with 6 degrees of f'ree-
. . . . ~ . . 

I 

dom, 71.29 at Stillwater with 12 degrees of freedolll .and 761.91 

at Woodward with 18 degrees of freedom. T~e-se high chi:-square 

values which are significant at each location .strongly indicate 
. I 

that the varil.ety e,ffect_ is not indepe-ndent of years. 

The three-way contingency table was us~~ to test the inde-

pendence a~ong locations, varieties and ·yea.rs. It was also used 

to test the independence between varieties, with years a.nd loca-

tions. 

Appendi;ic Table 1 presents the three-way contingency table 

da.t_a of fertile spikes per plot for each component variety of 

the composites at all locations for the 195,, 1954 and 1956 crop 

years. To test for independence by this method it is- necessary 

to have complete data for the three criteria. used; therefore, 

the crop years 1952, 195.5., 1957 and 1958 had to be omitted· d:u.e to 

incomplete data. 

In t_esUng the independence of varieties, locations a.nd yea.rs 

the chi-:square value wa.s 1540 :o with 39 degrees of freedom. The 

calculated value greatly exceeded the tabulated value at the 1% 

level, signifying that varieties, locations a.nd yea.rs were not 

independent. 

In testing the category of varieties to be in~ependent of 

locations_a.nd years the chi-square value was found to be 700.55. 

This chi-square v(i).,1.1,e which is _ a_ssocia.ted with _30 degrees of free-

dom was significant at the 1% level. This signifies that the 

category of varieties was not independent of location and y~ars. 
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Accuracy .2f Yield Determinations 

With the exception of the 1958 crop, yield data of each varie-

ty in the composite were estimated by counting the number of fertile 

spikes of each variety separated from the composite. In 1956 har-

vested material from pure stands at Goodwell was analyzed to compare. 

the number of fertile spikes per plot and the number of seeds per 

spike with the number of grams ~er plot as a determination of 
: ' . . 

yield. 

The correlation of fertile spike count to grams per plot is 

presented in Appendix Table 2 with the correlation coefficient (r) 

equal to 0.9555. This high correlation value would indicate that 

spike count is a fairly accurate estimate of actual yield. 

Correlation of the number of seeds per spike to grams pE:lr plot 

is presented in Appendix Table;, with the correlation coefficient 

(r) equal to 0.1005, and is not significant at the 5% level. This 

low level of correlation would indicate that, whereas the number 

of seeds per spike influences yield, it would not be an accurate 

estimate of yield in itselfo 

Correlation of spike count to grams per plot was also deter-

mined at Stillwater and Woodward from the component ·varieties_ .'.!:l.~.E-
. •,'.. . . . ..:_- . 

a.rated ·from the composite in 1958.'as ~hc,wn in Appendix Table 4. 

The corre.lation of spike count to grams per plot in the 

composite at Stillwater has a correlation coefficient ( r) equ.al 

to 0.8;,;,;,. For Woodward the correlation coefficient .is. equal to 

0.9835 •. .Correlation values at both locations indic.ate that actual 

yield can be closely correlated by a count of the spike1:1. 



DISCUSSION 

In determining the genotype of varietal II shift" in the com-

posites it was found by the use of two-way contingency tables that 
) 

varietal shift was significant for the total years at each location. 

It was also observed that the amount of varietal shift for each year 

varied with the years and the location. 

Location effect was observed as an indication of a different 

environmental effect. No indepenidence was exhibited between lo-

cations, varieties and years when these were tested as a three-way 

contingency table. Accordingly there was no independence between 

the effect of varieties and the effect of years and/or locations. 

Behavior of genotypes in a bulk population was observed as the 

variety behavior in a composite. Assuming that the variety is a 

close simulation of the individual genotype in a bulk population, 

it appears that varieties yielding highest when grown by themselves 

will not always be the one surviving under competition (7). Only 

at the Stillwater location did the variety, having the highest 

average yield in the pure stand for a location, exist as the pre-

dominating variety in the composite. On the other hand, Goodwell was 



the only location having the variety with the lowest average yield 

in the pure stand and existing in the lowest percent of varieties 

in the composite; whereas at the Cherokee location the rank of pure 

s.tand yields of varieties varied inversely with the percent of 

varieties remaining in the composite. 

The accuracy of spike counts in estimating the yield was ana

lyzed with pure stands at Goodwe_ll in 1956 and with component. 

varieties of composites at Stillwater and Woodward in 1958. When 

computing correlation coefficient (r), between grams per plot and 
' '.> . .· . 

fertile spikes per plot, it was found to b.e 0.9555 at Goodwell, 

0.83:;:5 at Stillwater and 0.9835 at Woodward. The's_e high corre-

lation values indicate that fertile_ spikes per plot is a fairly 

accurate estimate of yield. 
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SUJ.v1MARY 

Four varieties of hard red winter wheat were grown in a 

composite, at 4 locations over a period of 7 years, to simulate 

the in.teraction of different genotypes approaching homozygo,si:ty 

in a bulk population. Composites at each location were initiated 

by llli_~ip.g equal numbers of seeds, weighted on the relative gei.

minatio.n of tl1e va,ri.e,t.ies. 

Composites and pure stands of the component varieties were 

grown in a randomized bloc.k design. Upon maturity of the com

p9si te, rields of .the individual component Vf:l_rieties in the com-

posite were deterlll,;ned by a count of the fertile spikes in 

1;1easons that positive identification of varieties could be made. 

Yields were determined in grams for the total composite 

plots and for the component pure stands of the varieties. 

A comparison was made-between the average yield of the varie

ties grown in the pure stand and the final percent composition of 

varieties in composites. 

A two-way contingency table was ~sed to test the independence 

of varieties for all years of data for each location. 



~he three-way contingency ta.ble was used to tes.t the in-

dependence among varieties, years and lo.cations and to test the 
. . .. . ,· ~ . : . .. . . ' ... . . .... . . .-

independence o.f varieties to years and/or locations. ~ to the 

conditions of this te,st oil:lY the years 1953, 1954 ana 1956, 

having complete data for all lo.c8ct.ions, were used. 

Further analyses were made from occasional composite and pure 
''. ; , . . : ~ .. 

stand material to determine the accu;racy of estimating yield by 

colln~ing the. fertile spikes, Computations were made to determine 

the correlation of grams per plot to the number of, f,ertile spikes 

arid. to the number of seeds per spike. 
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Appendi.i Table G Thr~i ~aj cohtingen.Oy table d6ita of 
r~r~p,e _spi~es per- plot /or ,each' oo.mpoliept 
vari~ty \:n, t,1,,e c9m;posites ,t Cherokee; :.Goodwell, 
St1llwa,ter' an~ Woodwird f6r the crop yeiars; 1953, 
1954 and 19;6 ~: 

19·5,-
1954 
1956 

Total 

1953 
1954 
1956 

Total 

1953 
1954 
1956 

Total 

1953 
1954 
1956 

Total 

Total 
for all 
i.o·cat1i:ins 

Blue 
J8.cket 

157 
24; 
·200 

600 

'?51 
;17 
236 

804, 

302 
522 
281 

., 

1105 

490 
~h8 
·,21 

1035 

3544 

Comanoh~ Concho· Wi'chitf:l. 

L<rication 
Woodward 

262 285 
229 339 

53 123 

544 747 

Stillwater 

218· 282 
·.,·,. ·, 

152 201 
191 294 

561 777 

Cherokee 

2p6 501 
52~·· 51+; 
235 '207·. 

1029 1251 

Goodwell 

440 567' 
4'19 318 
634 5·8"1 

·1493·· 1466 

3627 4241 

177 
638 
173 

988 

303 
300 
2'12 

815 

2:;2 
;26 
52 

610 

715 
486 
416 

1617 

4030· 

t~ir 
Total. 

881 
1449 
549 

''2879 

1054. 
.. 970 
9;; 

2957 

1;01 
1919 
775 

3995 

" 

2212 
1441 
1958 

56>11 

n.5:J+42 
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Appendix Table 2. Correlation of spike count to grams per 
plot in the determination of yield of component 
pure stands at Goodwell"for the·1956' crop year~ 

Rep. 

I 
II 

III 

Blue Jacket 
grams/ spikes/ 
plot plot 

253 
279 
214 

312 
454 
335 

Component Pure Stand Varieties 
Comanche Concho 

grams/ spikes/ gra.ma/ epikes7 
plot plot plot plot· 

629 
371 
4Q:; 

Correlation Coeffi~ient (r) • 0.9555 

Wichita 
gtams/ ··- spikes? 
plot plot 

Appendix Table :; • Correlation of the number of se_eds per spike 
to grams per plot in the determination of yield of com
ponent pure stand_s at Goodwell fpr the 1956 crop year. 

Rep .. 

I 
II 

III 

Blue J§cket 
grams7 seed? 
plot spike 

·2,, -29o2 · 
279 22.1 
214 2:;~o 

Component Pure Stand Varieties 
Comanche · Concho 

grams/ seed/ gra'JP.s/ seed/ 
plot spike plot spike 

-496 - _ .. ___ a6..9 .. ·482· 26.9 
27~ 25.0 549 27.8 
:;15 26.7 . :;10 28.4 

. , : ... ·,··: 

Correlation Coefficient (r) • 0.1005 

Wichita. 
grams/ seed/· 
plot spike 

. l 

:;~3 ;- 27.8 
:;:;6 :;0.5 
2:;2 :;o.a 

/''':- · .. ... 
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Appendix Table 4. .Correlation of spike count to grams per 

Rep. 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

Rep. 

I 
Il 
,,:,,;; 

II.r 
IV 

plot in the'determination of yield of component 
Ya.rieties· separated from the composite at Stillwater 
and Woodward for the 1958 cropyear. 

Blue Jacket 
grams/ spikes/ 
plot· plot 

104 451 
116 42d 
174 530 
119 489 

Stillwater composite - 1958 
··Component Varieties ··· · 

Comanche •• · ·. · Concho .. ··.. · ·. 
gr~s/ spikes/ grams/ spikes/ 
plot plot plot plot· 

111 320 125 400· · 
'61 232 Jj6 479 
55 240 284 632 

143 441 153 444 

0 

Correlation Coefficient (r) = 0.8333 

Blu'e Jacket 
grams/ .·spikes? · 
plot plot · 

2.10 546, 
173 451 
?89 719' 
186 484 

·.: Yf'· .. ,· , 

Woodward composite - 1958 
··component Varieties·· · 
Comanche··. · Concho 

grams/ spikes/ grams/ spikes/ 
plot plot plot plot 

15 37 102 287 
5.5 105 173 441 
23 66 143 jo5 ........ ;; .· 

.25. 66 ri1 517 
·'('. 

'.· '\'·•' ·:: ': 

Correlation Coefficient (r) = 0.9835 
. . . . . . ' ·., ;. . : ' : . ~~ . .. . . .. '· . ,. ·: , . . 

Wichita 
grams/ spikes/ 
plot plot 

123 310 
156 424 

· 191 460 
187 438 

Wichita 
gr~El)ns/ · spikes/ 
plot plot · 

257 548 
328 678 
2"57 '6ti8 
239 512 .., 
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